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ABSTRACT
Symbolical parallels and similarities are naturally present in all major religions.
Zoroastrianism, a religion founded by Zaraθuštra and with origins in Eastern Persia, has
numerous similarities with the three Abrahamic religions: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
The purpose of this research is to reflect upon similarities in apocalyptical accounts in the
Arab world and Central Asian territory and analyze their symbolical content. In fact,
apocalyptic topics are central to both religions, Zoroastrianism and Islam. Themes such as
the creation of the world, existence of an immortal soul, resurrection through the bones, the
day of judgement, the embodiment of actions, the existence of Paradise, Hell, and a region
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in between, a cosmic bridge, and others are found in both religious traditions. As humans
are homo symbolicus, religious ideas and beliefs – as any human activity – have a symbolic
multifaceted nature. Similar symbols developed in different cultures worldwide, making it
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possible to draw parallels and compare vicissitudes. To analyze these topics and insert them
in a universal scenario through comparative lenses might lead to a wider understanding of
the religions involved.
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION
Zoroastrianism and Islam are religions with well-developed apocalyptical content,
as both traditions have rich revelations regarding the end of the world, as well as extensive
descriptions of the world after death. The similarity between them is visible: both religions
envisage eschatological salvation through their teachings. Destruction of the world,
resurrection, judgment, perennial abodes, the division of the sky in levels, are basic
similarities between the visions of the next world evoked by Zoroastrianism and Islam.
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These similarities do not remain only on the surface: the symbolic structure of these myths
communicate between themselves, revealing archaic religious structures of the world.
Zaraθuštra, the founder of Zoroastrianism, is considered a pioneer in theological
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issues: although his religion has considerable elements in common with Indo-Iranian and
perhaps even Proto-Indo-European beliefs, Zoroastrianism popularized apocalyptic ideas.
The expression “final days” often appears in the Zoroastrian texts, and they relate to
numerous historical apocalypses, i.e., the events that antecede the end of the world and the
final judgment. Ahūramazdā revealed to Zaraθuštra that human souls are eternal, and, after
death, they will inhabit one of the cosmic regions: paradise for the pious and righteous, hell
for the evil and wicked, and a kind of purgatory/limbo for those who have equally good
and bad actions. The judgment that decides the abode of the soul presents classical symbolic
elements, such as the balance, a symbol of justice, and the bridge1, which is linked to the
symbol of the perilous passage.

1

Cf. popular eschatology regarding the ṣirāṭ (the figurative ‘path’ of Sūrah al-Fātiḥa) as a bridge over hell
that human beings have to cross to get to paradise. Those who belong in hell fall by the wayside, while those
of paradise cross safely.
A.J. Wensinck, The Muslim creed (Cambridge: University Press, 1932), 232.
Consider here Zoroastrian descriptions of eschatological judgment that are noteworthy: the individual’s
judgment takes place on arrival at the ‘Bridge of the Separator.’ The idea is that this crossing can either lead

1

Additionally, in Zoroastrianism and Islam, it is possible to find detailed
apocalyptical descriptions in narratives of journeys to the hereafter. The narratives follow
a similar plot: the traveler ascends to paradise or descends to hell in the company of a
celestial creature who functions as a guide. The sky is commonly divided into levels, and
the traveler meets important figures on their way to the highest place in paradise, where he
gets confirmation about the rites and truths of the religion and returns to earth. The chosen
person (either by the gods or by the community) to travel to the next world has an important
role in his community, for intermediating between humans and gods is a well-known tool
to guarantee reassurance in times of hardship.
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The Islamic and Zoroastrian afterlife are impressively similar at points, although
both religions are not directly linked (such as the Abrahamic faiths). Several scholars had
touched upon the similarities between the apocalyptic ideas found in Zoroastrianism and
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the monotheistic religions (i.e., Judaism, Christianity, and Islam). However, they chiefly
present the ideas as being originally Persian, and Muslims – deliberately or not – simply
“copied” or “borrowed” these traditions. It seems to go almost unnoticed that the Middle
Persian apocalyptic texts were redacted during the Muslim era. More precisely, the majority
of Zoroastrian texts were compiled between the ninth and tenth centuries CE as a way to
preserve the Zoroastrian teachings amid the high conversion rate at the point2. In fact, the
apocalyptic canon of both religions was written together, and it is not possible to affirm
with certainty that the contemporary political events did not influence the apocalyptical
Persian sources3.

to the House of Song (paradise) or the House of Lies (hell). Some versions of this myth state that the damned
soul will find the bridge uncrossable as it, the bridge, constricts to an impossible degree and so the soul falls
off and plunges into the depths of hell.
Mary Boyce, The History of Zoroastrianism: Early Period (New York and Leiden: Brill, 1989), 237.
2
Bulliet R., Conversion to Islam in the Medieval Period: an Essay in Quantitative History (Cambridge, MA
and London: Harvard University Press, 1979), 23.
3
In fact, authors such as Touraj Daryaee advocated that the Zoroastrian sources do reflect current events, and
that ideas were added or modified in order to enhance the faith of the Zoroastrians against the Muslim threat.

2

The analysis of the symbolical aspects present in Zoroastrianism and Islam reveals
that the similarities between them may refer to general world structures, much older than
both religions.
1.1 Methodology
At certain level, this research will be conducted through methodological
eclecticism, in an attempt to avoid the limitations and problems of using only one method.
Due the complexity of the religious phenomenon, there is no methodology that can be used
alone without falling into reductionism.
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By virtue of the complex nature of human reality, this research will rely on a
combination of several methodologies in various proportions to avoid a monolithic vision
of the phenomena to be studied. Firstly, the comparative method will be used to establish
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historical parallels and influences, but also to compare structures found in both Zoroastrian
and Islamic apocalyptic accounts. Secondly, the phenomenological approach will be
employed to derive religious categories and discourses from the analyzed sources. Thirdly,
the historical method will be used, as the apocalyptic canons are commonly reflections of
fears, desires, and expectations whose roots are often historical and/or sociological.
1.2 Research Questions

The following questions will guide this study:
1. What are the similarities found in the Zoroastrian and Islamic afterlife?
2. How widespread religious symbols manifest in the Islamic and Zoroastrian sources?
3. What is the nature and origin of the symbols analyzed in this research?

Cf. Touraj Daryaee, “Apocalypse now. Zoroastrian reflections on the early Islamic centuries”, Medieval
Encounters 4 (1998), 188–202.

3

1.3 Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this study are as follows:
1. To discuss the Zoroastrian and Islamic apocalyptic ideas and their formation;
2. To examine the role of symbolism in a religious context;
3. To discuss how similar ideas can be found within both religions and the significance
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of this.

4

CHAPTER TWO - ON APOCALYPTIC GENRE AND ITS EQUIVALENTS IN
ZOROASTRIANISM AND ISLAM
2.1 Apocalyptic Studies
The word ‘apocalypse’ comes from the Greek ἀποκάλυψις (apokalypsis), meaning
revelation. Around the first half of the nineteenth century, the term apocalyptic literature
started being used to designate a distinct literary genre through the work of Friederich
Lücke4. In his work, Lücke used the German word apokalyptik referring to texts such as
the Apocalypse of John, 1 Enoch 1, 4 Ezra and the Sibylline Oracles in his studies of
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Christian apocalypses5. In the twentieth century, with the discovery of other apocalypses,
a better definition and categorization of the term was made necessary. Through the
historical study of apocalypses as a literary genre, it is possible to analyze the cosmovisions
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and ideas present in the societies from where the text derives.

The study of the apocalyptic phenomenon presents several difficulties. Until the

present moment, there is no consensus concerning the taxonomy of the term due to its
complexity, and therefore it requires further examination. Paul Hanson has argued about
the semantic disarray that the term usually evokes, as it is usually used to describe a literary
genre, a specific piece within the genre, an ideology, a particular concept, or a set of
elements. This apparent confusion has led scholars as T. F. Glasson to advocate for a
complete disuse of the term ‘apocalyptic’, as a word that no one can define is
notwithstanding useless, and creates nothing but verbiage6. Von Rad, in a similar fashion,

4

Gottfried Christian Friedrich Lücke, Versuch einer vollständigen Einleitung in die Offenbarung Johannis
und die gesamte apokalyptische Literatur (Bonn: Weber, 1832).
5
John J Collins, Daniel: With an Introduction to Apocalyptic Literature (Grand Rapids, Mich Eerdmans,
1999), 95.
6
T. F. Glasson, “What is Apocalyptic,” NTS 27, (1980), 105.

5

criticized the broad use of the term ‘apocalyptic’ by saying that it is not a literary genre,
but a mixtum compositum7.
Klaus Kock, an Old Testament scholar, suggested in 1972 the use of the word
‘apocalypse’ as a literary genre, and ‘apocalyptic’ as a historical movement 8. With rich
examples from the Judeo-Christian tradition, Koch shed light on eight groups of themes or
motifs present in the apocalyptic texts:
1. An urgent expectation of the destruction of the Earth in the immediate future;
2. The end as a cosmic catastrophe;

cosmos;
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3. The connection between the end-time and the previous history of mankind and of the

4. The presence of angels and demons;

5. Catastrophe followed by a paradisal salvation;
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6. The solemn ascension of the throne of God as a transitional sign;
7. The introduction of a mediator with royal functions;
8. The glory of the forthcoming era9.

Koch understood apocalypses not only as a literary genre, but as the utterance of a

specific attitude of mind, and, although he based his studies mostly in Jewish and Christian
apocalypses, he believed that his eight groups of motifs are more or less equally distributed
among all different apocalypses, from whichever tradition10.
Adding to the field, Paul Hanson suggested in 1976 the following triad: first, he
suggests the use of the word “apocalypse” when referring to a literary genre or a work
within the genre. Second, “apocalyptic eschatology” for a cosmovision in which God’s

7

G. Von Rad, Theologie des Alten Testaments, II, 5th ed. (Munich: Chr. Kaiser, 1965), 330.
Klaus Koch, The Rediscovery of Apocalyptic (Naperville: Allenson. Originally published as Ratlos vor der
Apokalyptik. Gütersloh: Mohn, 1972).
9
Ibid., 28-32.
10
Ibid., 33.
8

6

eschatological plans aim to rescue humanity from the present reality into a new transformed
reality. Third, he proposes the term “apocalypticism” to refer to an ideology or social
movement.11 Nonetheless, it is noteworthy to stress that some sensibility is required when
applying this division to the investigation of ancient apocalyptic phenomena. Clearly, the
ancient

apocalyptic

writers

did

not

distinguish

rigidly

between

genre,

cosmovision/perspective, and ideology; thus, ancient apocalyptic texts present a set of
complexities and often cannot be reduced to a single category12.
The division of the topic into three categories facilitated the scholarly debate and
the categorization of ancient sources. The apocalyptic phenomenon, with all its complexity
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and multifaceted aspects, was divided into academic categories that could be applied to
ancient sources whose content and function is much varied. As a result, Hanson’s division
was widely accepted by academia, being later expanded by John Collins in his studies on
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the apocalyptic genre.

In 1979, Collins published in the journal Semeia a definition and morphology of the

apocalyptic genre, in which he does not restrict the meaning to only themes regarding the
end of the world. Furthermore, Collins delineates it as a genre of revelatory literature with
a narrative framework, in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a
human recipient13. Although the word ‘apocalyptic’ seems to be always associated with
future expectations, this is not explicit in some apocalyptic texts. Broadly, apocalypses are
mainly revelations of an unseen reality. Therefore, Collins points to two kinds of

11

Paul D. Hanson, “Apocalypticism,” IDBSup (1976), 29-31.
Paul D. Hanson, “Apocalypses and Apocalypticism. Introductory Overview,” In: David N. Freedman (Ed.),
The Anchor Bible Dictionary, I (New York: Doubleday: 1992), 279.
13
The quotation, as a whole, is as follows: “'Apocalypse' is a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative
framework, in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient, disclosing a
transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages eschatological salvation, and spatial
insofar as it involves another, supernatural world.”
John J. Collins (ed.), Apocalypse: The Morphology of a Genre, Semeia 14 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press,
1979).
See also: John J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination: An Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic Literature,
2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998).
12

7

apocalypses. First, apocalypses that refer to visions and revelations ex eventu, i.e. a
prediction of the future, which he calls historical apocalypses, and among them are the
Book of Dreams and Apocalypse of weeks in 1 Enoch, Daniel, 4 Ezra, 2 Baruch, and
Jubilees. The second kind, extremely relevant to this research, refers to heavenly journeys,
such as 2 Enoch, 3 Baruch, the Book of the Watchers, Astronomical Book, Similitudes (in
1 Enoch), the Testament of Abraham, the Apocalypse of Abraham, the Apocalypse of
Zephaniah, and the Testament of Levi 2-5.
The otherworldly journey, according to Collins, is classified as a subgenre of
apocalypse, not a genre in itself. Essentially, journeys to the hereafter can be described as
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visionary/ecstatic experiences mediated by an otherworldly creature (usually an angel).
Although it is not a rule, apocalypses of journeys to the hereafter also presents a narrative
of the context of the revelation, such as the ascent or descent of the seer, and his return.
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Collins created categories to better identify and define apocalypses of journeys to the
hereafter. First, the Media of Revelation: the author divides this category into transportation
of the seer (narrative of the ascent and/or descent), and the revelation account (the report
of a tour and/or the report of ascent through a numbered series of heavens). Second, the
Content of the Revelation, in which he includes lists of revealed things, descriptions of the
abodes of the dead, scenes of the judgement, visions of the throne of God, and lists of vices
and/or list of virtues14. The Ardā Viraz Nāmāg and the inscriptions of Kirdīr are a good
example of apocalypses of otherworldly journey, together with the Islamic account of laylat
al-isrā’ wa-l-mi‘rāj. On the other hand, although the biblical tradition alludes to a journey
to the hereafter, it does not describe the visions of the netherworld.

14

John J. Collins, Daniel, with an Introduction to Apocalyptic Literature, 16-18.

8

2.2 The Apocalyptic Genre in Islam
The Islamic tradition is replete with apocalyptical descriptions, both historical and
narratives of the post mortem, which can be found not only in the Qur’an and in the ḥadīth
literature, but also in commentaries written by the early Muslim scholars,
philosophical/theological treatises, and in rhetorical works. In addition, much is discussed
in academia about the origins of the Islamic apocalyptical ideas, and one of the theories is
that Islam inherited some beliefs from its Abrahamic background, i.e., from Judaism and
Christianity. Although this line of thought was more common among scholars from the
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twentieth century, it still has its followers today. For instance, Christian Lange, in his book
Paradise and Hell in Islamic Traditions, allegedly the most complete overview of Islamic
eschatology until then15, maintains that the Qur’anic eschatology and the eschatological
themes developed in the sīrah and ḥadīth literature were borrowed from the eschatological
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imagery of Late Antique Christian and Jewish literature16. Similarly, Gabriel Said Reynolds
argues that the eschatological imagery of the Qur’an regarding the Day of Judgment,
paradise and hell follows the same patterns of the Syriac fathers17.
Another predominant view is that Islamic apocalypses were inspired by Zoroastrian

beliefs – directly or indirectly, i.e., some scholars argue that not all the apparent Zoroastrian
ideas present in Islam came directly from Zoroastrianism, but some came indirectly through
Judaism, Christianity, and Hellenism. For instance, Stepaniants argues that before the
physical contact of Islam and Zoroastrianism in the time of the Islamic conquest of Persia,
both religions had contact by Islam borrowing Zoroastrian ideas – especially through

15

Christian Lange, Paradise and Hell in Islamic Traditions (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press,
2016), 31.
16
Ibid. 67, 56-70, 114-115.
17
Gabriel Said Reynolds, The Qur'ān in Its Historical Context (London: Routledge, 2010), 252-253.

9

Judaism18. Also, the later development of the Islamic eschatology in the second and third
century after hijra coincides with the compilation of a myriad of Zoroastrian texts. When
referring specifically to the development of Islam in Iraq, one can see how the Iraqi society
in the early Islamic period was still very attached to Persian elements 19. Notwithstanding,
it is important to highlight that similarities found in religions are not exclusively linked to
direct or indirect influences, and Islam developed the so-called “similar elements” within
its own independent worldview.
The Qur’anic term used for what is known as eschatology is either al-ākhira (the
afterlife) or aḥwāl al-ākhira (themes related to the afterlife), and to believe in the afterlife
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constitutes two of the six pillars of faith in Islam – belief in the afterlife and belief in angels,
therefore it is something in which all Muslims shall believe. The term aḥwāl al-ākhira is
used by Muslim theologians to deal with all sort of subjects related to the afterlife, such as
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its existence per se, the time for al-yawm al-ākhir (the final day), the signs of the approach
of the final days, death, the wait in the grave, resurrection, judgment, the reward for the
pious ones in the paradise, and the punishment in hell. Due to the importance and length of
this subject, it composes approximately one quarter of the Qur’an, being present in virtually
every chapter20. Saeed Nursi (d. 1960), in his exegetical treatise, proposes that there are
four objectives and unalienable elements of the Qur’an: Oneness of God, prophethood,
justice, and eschatology21.
Since antiquity, human beings have reflected about the reality of the afterlife.
Paradise must be, by definition, better than earth to a greater extent, but, at the same time,

18

Marietta Stepaniants, "The Encounter of Zoroastrianism with Islam." Philosophy East and West 52:2
(2002), 159-72.
19
Josef van Ess, and John O'Kane, Theology and Society in the Second and Third Centuries of the Hijra: a
History of Religious Thought in Early Islam (Leiden: Koninklijke Brill NV, 2016).
20
Zeki Saritoprak, “Eschatology.” In Oliver Leaman (ed.), The Qurʾan: An Encyclopedia (London and New
York: Routledge, 2006), 194.
21
Said Nursi, Ishārāt al-iʻjāz fī maẓān al-ījāz / taʼlīf Badīʻ al-Zamān Saʻīd al-Nūrsī, 11th ed. (Cairo: Dār alSanābil al-Dhahabīyah, 2010), 23.

10

the heavenly descriptions look more or less as an improved version of this life. It can be
observed, for instance, in texts such as al-Fatāwā al-ḥadīthiyya, by Ibn Ḥajar al-Haythamī
(d. 974/1567), where, through questions and answers, he guarantees the questioners on the
similarities between earth and paradise22. Although the reality of paradise is much different
from the reality on Earth, both the Qur’an and the ḥadīth literature provide imagery that
greatly resembles earthly life. As an illustration, the Qur’an speaks about the “couches”
(arā’ik) in which the inhabitants of paradise will rest together with their spouses (Q. 36:56),
and, in another verse, it is mentioned the elevated couches of the people of paradise (Q.
88:13). In fact, the dwellers of paradise are not the only ones to have couches mentioned
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for them: the throne of God, mentioned in the Throne verse, in Qur’an 2:255, invoked
extensive interpretations among Muslim exegetes. Nonetheless, the more traditional
interpretations are metaphorical rather rationalist/anthropomorphist.
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Moreover, Heaven and Hell are explained in the Islamic tradition through earthly
imagery, or, more specifically, through the Khalīji background. The idea of paradise
represented as a huge garden (al-jannah) is a utopian counter-world for the medieval
Arabian Peninsula, as the idea of green gardens, abundance of water, luxury and peace in
much contrast with the life of the Bedouins in the dry and hot Arabian deserts. The Qur’an
speaks not only about rivers of water in paradise, but also rivers of milk of which taste
never changes, honey pure and clear, and wine – a joy for those who drink (Q. 47:15). In
the miraculous account of laylat al-isrā’ wa-l-mi‘rāj, the prophet Muhammad is said to
have chosen milk over wine when offered by the Angel Gabriel, and, by choosing the
nourishing drink rather than the pleasing drink, his community was guided23.

22

Aḥmad Shihāb al-Dīn ibn Ḥajar al-Haythamī, Al-Fatāwā al-Ḥadīthiyya (Riyadh: Dār ’Ulum al-Sunnah,
1999).
23
Muḥammad Ibn Isḥāq, The Life of Muhammad: A Translation of Ibn Ishaq’s Sīrat Rasūl Allāh. Trans.
Guillaume A. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1955), 182.

11

Trees are another important element in the Islamic paradise. They provide shade (Q.
13:35), and will be low and in humility (Q. 76:14), bearing all kinds of fruits, such as
pomegranate (Q. 23:19, 55:28-29) and grapes (Q. 78:32). The fruits will be abundant
throughout all year, not limiting to seasons (Q. 56:33). Trees such as the ṭalḥ, a species of
acacia existent in the Ḥijāz, is mentioned to provide shade in paradise, but no mention is
made to its thorns. On the other hand, the sidr tree is explicitly deprived of thorns. The most
important tree of the paradise, the Lote Tree of the Boundary (Sidrat al-Muntahā), is a
gigantic tree located near the throne of God, from which four rivers spring – as the four
rivers of Eden in the Genesis. Hell also has an equivalent tree: al-Zaqqūm, mentioned in
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the Qur’an as the cursed tree (Q. 17:60). The fruits of this tree are like devils’ heads (Q.
37:62-68) neither nourishes nor satisfies hunger. The dwellers of hell will be given from
the fruits to eat, then they will receive boiling water to drink, and then will ultimately return

56:52.
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to their location in hell. It is also mentioned in the Qur’anic verses 37:62-68, 44:43-46, and

In his Kitāb al-‘Azama, the Persian Shafi’i scholar and transmitter of ḥadīth Abū al-

Shaikh al-Iṣfahānī (d. 369/979) dedicated a section under the title “Describing the Heavens”
where he extensively refers to the prophetic traditions about paradise. In this section, alIṣfahānī lists collections of narrations while rarely commenting on them. His method is
demonstrative of some of the Islamic sciences of the time where the authors merely
functions as a narrator for the most part, although in his selection and order of narrations,
one might be able to point out at the biases of the author. The traditions include stories from
earlier prophets i.e. Moses asking God, which people of paradise are closer to the Divine.24
In addition, paradise has perpetually moderate weather (Q. 76:13), the elect ones
can call for any fruit they wish (Q. 44:55), they are clad in silk (ḥarīr) and brocade (Q.

24

Abū al-Shaikh Al-Iṣfahānī, Kitāb al-ʿAẓama (Riyadh: Dār al-‘Āsima, 1987).

12

22:23, 35:33, 76:11-14), they wear golden bracelets and rest reclining on thrones woven
(Q. 56:15-16), they will have immortal youth servants (Q. 56:18), and they will receive
everything their souls desire (Q. 43:71). ‘Abdul al-Malik bin Ḥabīb al-Sulamī (d. 238/852),
in his book Waṣf al-Firdaws (Description of Paradise), in the section named “The Palaces
of Heaven and its Dwellings”, presents a series of ḥadīth narrating rewards in paradise. For
instance, he mentions traditions referring to palaces in paradise made of pearls, gold, and
rubies25. These examples might suffice to exemplify that, although the reality of the afterlife
is said to differ from earthly life, the examples used in the Islamic imagery in much reflect
not only the earthly reality, but also the reality of the Ḥijāz in the 7th century.
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Naturally, in order to know the realities of the afterlife, one must go through death,
one of the few certain things in the life of every human being. Regardless of their beliefs,
social status, or wealth, “Every soul shall have a taste of death26” (Q. 3:185). Islam pictures
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death not as the end of life, rather as the continuation of life in a different form and in a
different place; a natural alteration of state, and after leaving the body the soul survives to
feel either torment or bliss27. In fact, the Qur’an refers to the existence after death as the
real life, as in Sūrah al-‘Ankabūt: “And this worldly life is not but diversion and
amusement. And indeed, the home of the Hereafter - that is the [eternal] life, if only they
knew” (Q. 29:64). In addition, death triggers a deep spiritual awakening on people,
oftentimes replete with remorse and regrets.
According to the Qur’an, the experience of the moment of death is different between
a believer who lived a pious life and an unbeliever. For the believer, the angel of death,

25

‘Abdul al-Malik bin Ḥabīb al-Sulamī. Waṣf al-Firdaws (Alexandria: Dār Ibn Khaldūn, s.d.), 15.
All translations of the Qur’an used in this dissertation will be by Abdullah Yusuf Ali.
Cf. Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Holy Qur'an: Text, Translation and Commentary (Elmhurst: Tahrike Tarsile
Qur'an, 2005).
27
Abū Hāmid Muhammad Al-Ghazali, The Remembrance of Death and the Afterlife: Book XL of the Revival
of the Religious Sciences (Ihya ulum al-din), Trans. TJ Winter (Cambridge: The Islamic Texts Society, 2006),
122.
26
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‘Azrā’īl28 (Azrael), will appear for them in a good appearance and the believer will be
addressed with words of tranquility and comfort: “"Fear ye not! Nor grieve! But receive
the glad tidings of the garden (of bliss), the which ye were promised!” (Q. 41:30). However,
for the unbelievers, the angel will assume a beastly appearance and the words addressed to
them will be harsh.
Qur’anic exegetes have identified various types of death in the Qur’an. Al-Rāghib
al-Iṣfahānī classified them into five groups: The first one is related to the power of
regeneration after death; in this case, the Qur’an conveys a message of life as growth and
death as decay, but God holds the power of creating life after death. An example of this
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approach in the Qur’an is present in verses 22:5-729, with analogies for the resurrection: the
first analogy is embryological and the second one is agricultural. The second type of death
present in the Qur’an, the sentient death, is the death of human feelings/empathetic heart,
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and it is intended in Mary’s plea (19:2330). Here, death becomes a metaphor for the death
of the “lower nafs”. The third one is the death of the faculty of intelligence, leading to the
permanence of a person in state of ignorance, as stated in Qur’an 6:12231; this death,
however, can be reversed through spiritual guidance. The fourth type of death is the one of

28

The name of the Angel does not appear in the Qur’an, but rather the term “Malik Al-Mawt.”
“5. O mankind! If ye have a doubt about the Resurrection (consider) that We created you out of dust then
out of sperm then out of a leech-like clot then out a morsel of flesh partly formed and partly unformed in
order that We may manifest (Our Power) to you; and We cause whom We will to rest in the wombs for an
appointed term then do We bring you out as babes then (foster you) that ye may reach your age of full strength;
and some of you are called to die and some are sent back to the feeblest old age so that they know nothing
after having known (much). And (further) thou seest the earth barren and lifeless but when We pour down
rain on it it is stirred (to life) it swells and it puts forth every kind of beautiful growth (in pairs).
6. This is so because Allah is the Reality: it is He Who gives life to the dead and it is He Who has power over
all things.
7. And verily the Hour will come: there can be no doubt about it or about (the fact) that Allah will raise up
all who are in the graves.”
30
“And the pains of childbirth drove her to the trunk of a palm-tree: she cried (in her anguish): ‘Ah! would
that I had died before this! Would that I had been a thing forgotten and out of sight!’.”
31
“Can he who was dead to whom We gave life and a Light whereby he can walk amongst men be like him
who is in the depths of darkness from which he can never come out? Thus to those without faith their own
deeds seem pleasing.”
29
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the unbearable sadness, referred also as psychological death, present in Qur’an 14:1732.
Finally, the fifth type is death as sleep, as it is regarded as a “lesser death”.33
When talking about death, the Qur’an adopts the ancient notion of likening death to
sleep and waking up to resurrection from death. In fact, the same verb (tawaffā) appears
both for “taking” a man in sleep and for “taking” a man in death34. The Qur’an also talks
about a “second death” (the eternal death; the suffering in hellfire), that is parallel to the
concept of a “second life” (in paradise). The believers are promised to have a second life
in paradise, where they will be in a “position of security among gardens and springs,
dressed in fine silk and in rich brocade” and, finally, “Nor will they there taste death except
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the first death; and He will preserve them from the penalty of the blazing fire” (Q. 44:5153/56). The second death is the torment in hell, and the suffering there is described as being
so astounding that the tormented souls will beg to “die”, to vanish and therefore escape
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from the tortures of the eternal punishment: “They will cry: ‘O Malik! Would that thy Lord
put an end to us!’ He will say ‘Nay but ye shall abide!’” (Q. 43:77). This idea is further
developed in the Qur’an describing a state that is neither death nor life for the damned ones,
as the following: “The admonition will be received by those who fear (Allah), but it will be
avoided by those most unfortunate ones, who will enter the great fire in which they will
then neither die nor live” (Q. 87:10-13, see also 14:1735). Thus, the condemned ones have
a second death, but a death that is not death, they will be dying while cannot die36.

32

“In gulps will he sip it but never well he be near swallowing it down his throat: Death will come to him
from every quarter yet will he not die: and in front of him will be a chastisement unrelenting.”
33
Al-Rāghib al-Iṣfahānī, Mufradāt al-Qur’ān (Damascus: Dār al-Qalam, 1996), 781-82.
34
Alford T. Welch, “Death and Dying in the Qurʾan.” In Frank E. Reynolds and Earle H. Waugh (eds.),
Religious Encounters with Death: Insights from the History and Anthropology of Religions (University Park:
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1977), 187.
35
“In gulps will he sip it but never well he be near swallowing it down his throat: death will come to him
from every quarter yet will he not die: and in front of him will be a chastisement unrelenting.”
36
Thomas O'Shaughnessy, Muhammad's Thoughts on Death: A Thematic Study of the Qur'anic Data (Leiden:
Brill, 1969), 15-16.
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The Prophet Muhammad often saw the hereafter through dreams, visions, and, of
course, through the famous episode of laylat al-isrā’ wa-l-mi‘rāj. In sum, it is narrated that
the Prophet was awakened from his sleep by the Angel Gabriel and a winged creature
introduced as Burāq. The trio travels to Jerusalem and, after praying there, a fine ladder is
brought to Muhammad to take him to paradise. Afterwards, the Prophet, accompanied by
the Angel Gabriel, ascends to the seven heavens (or seven planetary heavens37). In the first
level of heaven, the Prophet Muhammad sees people being punished in hell for their sins,
and his descriptions are very similar to the Persian account of Ardā Viraz Nāmāg. The
Prophet Muhammad and Gabriel ascend the heavens and therein Muhammad meets several
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previous prophets and hears to their tales. In the last celestial level, he sees the gigantic tree
of paradise, referred in the Qur’an as the Lote Tree of the Boundary, from which four rivers
derive. Also, it was during the Prophet’s journey to the hereafter that the five daily prayers
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were revealed and made mandatory to Muslims.

2.2 The Apocalyptic Genre in Zoroastrianism

In most of the ancient world, the doomsday apocalyptic conception was not popular.

It was believed that the world would exist continuously, generation after generation.
Essentially, an apocalyptic discourse can be defined as knowledge that cannot be acquired
through ordinary faculties, but only through revelations from the gods or some clairvoyant
power. Moreover, it is worth to mention that many of Zaraθuštra’s apocalyptic teachings

37

The concept itself originates in pre-Islamic times and is often traced back to the Greeks’ understanding of
the configuration of the heavens. We also encounter the seven heavenly layers again in an entirely different
context, in the Roman Mithras cult.
Cf. Ingrid Hehmeyer, “The Configuration of the Heavens in Islamic Astronomy”, in: Günther, Sebastian,
Todd Lawson, and Christian Mauder (eds.), Roads to Paradise. Eschatology and Concepts of the Hereafter
in Islam, vol. II (Leiden: Koninklijke Brill NV, 2016), 1083-98.
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